Plastic Omnium wins Toyota’s highest supplier award

Plastic Omnium Chairman and CEO Laurent Burelle just received from Takeshi Uchiyamada, Chairman of the Board of Toyota Motor Corporation, the carmaker’s “Global Contribution Award”. This is the highest supplier honor the carmaker awards and is given in recognition of companies that have performed outstandingly over the previous year.

During the ceremony that closed the Toyota’s Global Suppliers Convention on February 26th, 2016 in Nagoya, Japan, Laurent Burelle said:

“Plastic Omnium is honored to be recognized by Toyota, leader in worldwide quality and manufacturing excellence, as one of its best partners. In a globalized automotive world, Plastic Omnium’s ability to innovate and follow Toyota’s worldwide manufacturing footprint has allowed the smooth launch of different platforms in many countries. Plastic Omnium will continue to strive toward excellence in its relations with Toyota in order to outperform in the area of “value improvement” and “contribution” to Toyota development.”

Plastic Omnium also received the “Superior” Value Improvement Award. This is the second year in a row that Plastic Omnium is rewarded by Toyota, following the Superior Quality Performance awarded in 2015.